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Thispaper
gives
an overview
ofa newapproach
to Resource
Constrained
Project
Scheduling.
Theapproach
is basedon thecombination
ofa noveloptimization
technique
withlimited
discrepancy
search,
andgeneratesthebestknownsolutions
to benchmark
problems
ofrealistic
sizeandcharacter.

A Resource Constrained Project Scheduling (RCPS)
problem consists of a set of tasks, and a set of finite
capacity resources. Each task puts some demand on
the resources. For example, changing the oil might
require one workmanand one car lift. A partial ordering on the tasks is also given specifying that some
tasks must preceded others (e.g., you have to sand the
Introduction
board before you can paint it). Generally the goal is to
minimize makespan without violating the precedence
Historically there has often been a mismatch between
constraints or over-utilizing the resources.
the types of scheduling problems that have been studRCPSis more general than job shop because reied academically
andthe needsof the manufacturing
sources can have capacity greater than one, and becommunity.
The mostobviousdifference
is thatmany
cause tasks can use a collection of resources. This alrealproblems
are muchlargerthancommonacademic
lows resources to be taken to be anything from scarce
benchmarks.
A second,and equallyimportant,
diftools, to specialized workmen,to work zones (such as
ference
is thatrealproblems
generally
involve
conthe cockpit of an airplane). RCPSproblems arise in
straints
thathavea morecomplex
structure
thancan
applications ranging from aircraft assembly to chemibe expressed
withina limited
framework
likejobshop
cal refining.
scheduling.
Formally, Resource Constrained Project Scheduling
In thispaperwe overview
ongoing
workon resource
is the following:
constrained
project
scheduling
(RCPS).
RCPSis a generalization
of jobshopscheduling
in whichtaskscan
Given: A set of tasks T, a set of resources R, a
capacity function C : R -~ N, a duration function D :
usemultiple
resources,
andresources
canhavea caT -* N, a utilization function U : T x R -+ IN, a partial
pacitygreaterthanone.RCPSis thusa goodmodel
order P on T, and a deadline d.
forproblems,
likeaircraft
assembly,
thatcannot
be exFind: An assignment of start times S : T ~ IN,
pressed
as jobshopproblems.
In fact,if we takearsatisfying the following:
guablythe mostwidelyusedcommercial
scheduling
program,Microsoft
Project,RCPSseemsto capture
Precedence constraints: if tl precedes t2 in the parexactlytheoptimization
problemthatthe"resource
=
tial order P, then S(tl) ÷ D(tl) S(t2).
leveler"
inProject
solves.
It turnsoutthatthealgorithms
thathavebeendeResource constraints:For any time z, let
velopedforjob shopscheduling
do not workpaxtic=
running(z) = {tlS(t ) ~ z ~ S(t) D(t)} Th en fo
ularlywellforRCPS.In thispaperwe overview
an
all times z, and all r E R, ~-~terunning(ffi)U(t, r) <_
approachto RCPSthatis basedon the combination
of limited
discrepancy
search(LDS)witha novelopCCr).
timization
technique.
Theresulting
systemproduces
thebestknownschedules
forproblems
of realistic
size
Deadline:
Foralltaskst : S(t)>_ 0 andS(t)+
D(t)
.
andcharacter.
d.
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cycleas theendpointof thecurrent
schedule.
Anotherapproach
is to selecttherighthandendpoint
randonfly.
Thistendsto shakethingsup a bit and
makesiterating
theoptimizer
moreeffective.
Oncetherighthandendpoint
is selected
we right
shifttheschedule.
In therightshiftwe takethetasks
inorderofdecreasing
finish
times
(i.e.,
fromtheright
handend).We shifteachtaskas farrightas it will
go.In doingthisshift,we consider
onlyprecedence
constraints
andresource
constraints
withpreviously
shifted
tasks
(onewaytothinkaboutthisisto envision
thenewrighthandendpoint
as beingat positive
infinity:
thetasksthathavenotyetbeenshifted
donot
interfere
withtheconstruction
of thenewschedule).
Oncetherightshiftiscompleted,
weleftshiftback
to timezero,starting
fromthebeginning
of theright
shifted
schedule.
Asbefore,
weleftshift
asfaraspossiblesubject
to precedence
constraints,
andresource
conflicts
withpreviously
leftshifted
tasks.
This sequencecan be iterated.At some points
thisproduces
longer
schedules
(possibly
thenfollowed
by shorter
schedules
afteradditional
iterations).
At
present
we haveno theoretical
methodto predict
the
optimalnumberof iterations:
we simplyiterateten
timesandkeepthebestschedule
produced.
To seetheoptimization
works,
consider
theexample
shownin figure
2.

A theBenchmark
Problem
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Ourexperiments
havebeenrunon a seriesof problems
made availableon the WWW at:
http: I/www.neosoft, com/-benchmrx
by Barry Fox of McDonnell Douglas and Mark Ringer
of Honeywell, serving as BenchmarksSecretary in the
AAAISIGMANand in the AIAAAITC, respectively.
These problems have 575 tasks and 17 resources. Some
of the resources represent zone (geometric) constraints,
and somerepresent labor constraints. Labor availability varies by shift. This is a synthetic problem that
has been generated from experience with nmltiple large
scale assembly problems. It is comparable to real problems is size and character, but simpler in the complexity of the constraints.
The results that have been posted to the WWW
to
date are shownin figure 1. Mark Ringer’s results were
found using a simple, first fit, inter~-al based algorithm
with no optimization. They were posted to encourage
other contributions, rather than to generate the best
solutions possible.
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Figure 1: Results
Solution Methods
Thetwomostimportant
methods
usedin ourscheduler
are doubleback
optimization
andlimited-discrepancy
search.
We discuss
eachin turnandthendiscusshow
theyworktogether
in thescheduler.
Doubleback Optimization
Theoptimizer
startswithanyschedule
satisfying
the
precedence
constraints
andgenerates
a legal(andoften
a shorter)
schedule.
It works
in twosteps:
a rightshift
andthena leftshift(a verysimilar
technique,
schedulepacking
wasindependently
invented
previously
by
Barry Fox [1996]).
Wefirst establish the right hand end point. Recall
that the availability of some labor resources varies by
shift. Becauseof this it turns out that it matters where
in the daily cycle the endpoint is set./ The best heuristic seems to be to set it at the same point in the daily
1This was first observed by Joe Pemberton.
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Figure 2: A simple scheduling problem.

Figure 3: A bad schedule.
Here the boxes represent tasks and the arrows represent precedence relations. The numbers in the boxes
are the resources the tasks need. For this example all
resources have capacity one.
In order to break the resource conflict between the
two tasks using resource one, we have to establish an

Right
contention
by©establishing
an orderingAll between
comFrom: shift:
Proceedings of the AI and Manufacturing Research Planning Workshop.
Copyright
1996, AAAI (www.aaai.org).
rights reserved.
peting tasks.
The challenge of breaking resource contention is that
we do not knowwhich task will turn out to be the most
important. In some cases it is obvious which tasks are
most critical. For example, if a task must be followed
by a long series of tasks, then clearly we want to give
it a high priority - otherwise it will be postponed and
the "tail" of tasks that follow it is likely to exceedthe
Left shift:
deadline. Unfortunately it is not generally this simple (or else scheduling would be tractable). In essence
what goes wrong is that we do not know how hard
it will be to schedule the sets of tasks that must follow the conflicting tasks. However,if we start from a
"seed" schedule, then we can decide with reference to
the seed, how hard the subsequent tasks will be, and
use this information to make better decisions about
Figure 4: The effect of a right and then left shift.
task priorities.
It turns out that this is exactly what the optimizer
does.
The right shift pushes all tasks as late as possible.
ordering between the tasks. Assume that we do this
So,
if
a task is near the beginrdng of the right shifted
non-optimally, generating the schedule shownin figure
23.
schedule, it is there because it must be followed by a
large number of tasks. So it should be given high priNowconsider what happens when we apply the optiority. This is exactly what the left shift does: the left
mizer. The fight-shifted, and then left-shifted, schedshifted schedule is formed by first schedule the tasks
ules are shownin figure 4. The key thing to notice is
that are near the beginning of the right shifted schedthat in the right shift the bottom task falls to the end
ule.
of the schedule (because it has no successors), while
the top task is forced to the beginning of the schedLimited Discrepancy Search
ule. Thus the left shift schedules the top task first,
generating the optimal schedule.
The results returned by the optimizer are sensitive to
Wecan, of course, generate test cases in which the
the "seed" schedule given to the optimizer. One can
optimizer fails to find the shortest schedule, and we
construct examples of "bad" schedules that the opticurrently cannot offer any theoretical guarantees on
mizer cannot correct. In a sense the optimizer is walkthe optimizer’s performance. The strongest statement
ing down to a kind of local minimum,and the quality
we can make is that on the benchmark examples, the
of the final schedule depends on where the walk starts.
optimizer is experimentally the single most effective
Our implementation uses LDS (Harvey & Ginsberg
scheduling technique we are aware of.
1995) to produce a series of seed schedules that are
then passed to the optimizer. Here we give a brief
Why the Optimizer Works
overview of LDS. Details can be found in Harvey and
Ginsberg [1995].
Experimentally doubleback optimization is quite effective. Starting with the schedule that starts each task
Imagine that we have a schedule that satisfies the
as early as possible subject to only the precedence conprecedence constraints,
but not the resource constraints, the optimizer is able to produce 43 day schedstraints. The natural way to produce a legal schedule is
ules for problem 4. The obvious question is why such
to iteratively pick a resource conflict, delay one or more
a simple technique works so wen.
tasks long enough to break the conflict, and then propIn a sense the key decision to be made in scheduling
agate these delays through the precedence constraints.
is the ordering of tasks that compete for a resource.
This is, in fact, how our current implementation works
In fact the search portion of our approach (see below)
(starting from the left shifted schedule satisfying only
essentially searches all possible ways to break resource
the precedence constraints).
Each conflict that is broken creates a choice point,
2Such a mistake is unlikely in such a small problem,
and
breaking a series of conflicts producesa search tree.
but our ability to avoid analogousmistakes in larger probIn
the
case of the benchmark problems this produces
lemsis, in a sense, the entire sourceof the intractability of
a search tree with a branching factor of about three,
scheduling.
Crawford
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Thetraditional
approach
to searching
sucha treeis
tousea depth-first
search.
Ina dcpth-first
search,
we
makea series
ofdecisions
untilwe reacha leafnodein
thetree(inthiscasea leafnodeisa schedule
satisfying
bothprecedence
and resource
constraints).
We then
backup to thelastchoicepointand taketheother
branch,
andfollowit to a leafnode.We thenbackup
again,thistimeto thelatestbranch
pointthatstill
hasunexplored
children.
Repeating
thiswe eventually
search
theentire
tree,andarethusgnaranteed
to find
theoptimal
schedule.
Unfortunately,
if thesearchtreeis 1000nodesdeep
thena depth-first
search
willexamine
onlya tinyfractionof theentire
search
tree(backing
up perhaps
10 or
20nodes).
Further,
it is reasonable
to expect
thatthe
choices
thatwillbe reconsidered
arcexactly
thechoice
forwhichtheheuristic
is mostlikely
to havemadethe
rightdecision.
To seewhythisis so,notice
thatnear
thetopof thesearch
treetherearestillmanyresource
conflicts,
so theheuristics
areworking
froma "schedule"thatis farfromlegal,
so theheuristics
arehaving
to guessat howtheresolution
of theseotherconflicts
willinteract
withthecurrent
conflict.
Nearthebottomof thetree,however,
theschedule
is in nearly
its
finalformso theheuristics
havegoodinformation
on
whichtobasetheirdecisions.
Asa result,
traditional
depth-first
search
isrelatively
littlehelpon scheduling
problems.
Thishasleadmany
practitioners
toeither
usenosearch
(just
following
the
heuristic
andreturning
thefirstschedule
produced)
or
tousea localsearch
(which
canreconsider
anydecision
atanypoint).
In LDSwe fixa boundon thenumber
of timeswe will
diverge
fromtheheuristic.
If thatboundis zerothen
we justproducethe singleschedule
givenby always
following
theheuristics.
If theboundis onethenwe
produce
a setof schedules
generated
by ignoring
the
heuristic
exactly
once.
Thedifference
between
LDSanddepth-frst
searchis
illustrated
in figures
5 and6.In bothsearch
treesthe
branchpreferred
by theheuristic
is alwaysdrawnon
theleft.In figure
5 theleaves
arenumbered
according
totheorderinwhichdepth-first
search
willvisit
them.
Noticethatif the heuristic
makesa mistake
highin
thetree,forexample,
at thefirstchoicepoint,
then
depth-first
search
willhavetosearch
halfof thesearch
treebeforecorrecting
themistake.
In theLDSsearch
tree(figure
6),leafnodesarelabeled
according
tohow
manytimesthepathfromtherootto theleafdiverges
fromtheheuristic
(Le.,howmanyrightturnsarenecessaryto reachtheleaf).LDSsearches
theleavesby
firstsearching
theleafmarked0, thenalltheleaves
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If the hetlristic is generally correct, but sometimes
makesmistakes (as if generally the case with heuristics)
titan we can reasonably expect to find good quality
schedules by searching the nodes for which the number
of divergr.nces is low. If the height of the tree is h, then
the complexity of visiting cach node with d divergences
is hd. In practice we usually set d to 1 or 2. This
produces muchbetter results than a depth-first search
cxanfining the same number of nodes. Further, unlike
a local search, LDSis systematic: if we continue to
raise d we are guaranteed to eventually find the optimal
schedule.
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Figure 5: Backtracking search tree.
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Figure 6: LDSsearch tree.
Finally we should node that LDSand the optimizer
work well together. The optimizer is sensitive to the
nature of the schedule it gets as input. Since LDSproduces a series of reasonably good (but different) seed
schedules, we can optimize each one, and in the ead
produce a schedule that is significantly shorter than
we get by just optimizing the schedule given by following the heuristics exactly.
Wecan take this one step further and design the
heuristic to avoid the kind of mistakes that the optimizer cannot fix. 3 This goes beyond the scope of
the current paper, but it turns out that we can identify certain kinds of task-ordering mistakes that a simple right-left shift is unable to untangle. Wecan then
generate heuristics that will generally avoid these mistakes. This may cause us to find worse unoptimized
3This idea cameout of discussions with Matt Ginsberg.

schedules,
but better
after optimization.
From: Proceedings
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Conclusion
Wehave outlined an approach to RCPSproblems that
is based on using LDSto generate a series of "seed"
schedules that are passed to an optimizer that can be
seen as doing a kind of scheduling-specific local search.
The results are currently the best knownon problems
of realistic size and character. Workcontinues on transitioning this technology to various application areas,
and increasing the complexity of the constraints we can
represent and effective optimize under.
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